Mounting Instructions
Bracket Hermes C
Edition: 10/15 · Part No. 9009820

The bracket is a mounting element, which allows to hang in the a Hermes+ printer in to a production line.

Contents of Delivery
1 - Bracket (profile 50x50, Rose+Krieger)
2 - 4 Center Screws
3 - 4 Screws M6x14

Mounting

► Mount the bracket to the production line.
   If necessary remove meanwhile the side plates (4) via loosening screws (5).

► Attach the center screws (2) on both sides of the frame.
► Hang in the printer into the bracket by inserting the center screws (2) into the grooves (6) of the bracket.
► Fix the printer at both sides with screws M6x14 (3).